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Maxlmum l ight,
maximum
performance

See further, react faster

Perfect itlumination is especially
important in the distance - usually
between 75-100 meters in front
of your vehicle. With Phitips
X-tremeVision car bulbs you can
see up to 45 meters further, giving
you 2 seconds more reaction time.
Phitips X-tremeVision boosts
your visibitity with up to 13O%
more light on the road. This helps
you recognize obstactes and any
potentia[ dangers earlier than with
any other halogen headlamp.

The brightest bulb available

With its optimized high-precision
fi[ament geometry, up to 13
bar high pressure gas fitting,
high precision coating and high
quality UV-Quartz glass, Philips
X-tremeVision headlights set a
new milestone in automotive

tighting. They are engineered for
the ultimate performance and
uncom promising visibility.

The safest legal car lights

Phitips X-tremeVision is by far the
safest, easiest and most efficient
way to upgrade your car headtights
within [ega[ parameters. They are
futty ECE certified.

Increased brightness
20% whiter tieht in your lamps

The bright white light (3.700 K) is
up to 20% whiter than standard
headlamps. The Phitips patented
gradient coating technologyrM
produces a more powerful tight.
So you can enjoy the brightest
tighting performance and a
highty comfortable night driving
experience.

Great contrast drives comfort

The increased cotor temperature in
Phitips X-tremeVision head lights
(available in H1, H4 and H7)
allows your eyes to focus better
and perceive contrasts in the far
distance. This makes driving after
dark a far more comfortable and
safe experience.

Exceptional beam quality

With a combination of more tight
and increased color temperature,
Phitips X-tremeVision qualifies as
the best performance beam in the
halogen segment.

Best-i n -class l ifeti me

Extra light, extra tifetime

Phiti ps X-tremeVision headlights
are made for ultimate performance,
producing up to 130% brighter
l ight, without compromising on the
lifetime. Witf' up to 450 hours (H4
and H7 tested at 13.2V standard
voltage), Phitips X-tremeVision's
tifetime is significantly higher than
competitor solutions in the more
light category.

A tifetime of safety

Every potentialfaiture of a spare
part is a risk for you and your
vehicte. This is especially true for
headtights. Every broken headlamp
reduces visibitity and safety for
you and the oncoming traffic.
Phitips X-tremeVision is optimized
for a long and reliabte lifetime.
So you can see and be seen for
longer than with any other high
performance lamp.

Order information 81: Blister pack (1 tamp), 52: Specialpack (2 [amps)
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